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What’s New At Dyed In The Wool 
The new colors have arrived from Carol Feller for 

her Nua line along her latest pattern book.  The 

colors are deep and rich and just waiting to be 

worked. 

 

Daisy is the newest yarn from Knit One, Crochet 

Too.  It is a perfect spring and summer yarn with 

light and bright colors.  The 38% Linen, 32% Silk 

and 30% Hemp blend that works up to a sport weight 

that you will enjoy working with. 

 

From Fyberspates we have the latest colors of 

Cumulus which is a delicious blend of 74% Baby Suri 

Alpaca and 26% Mulberry Silk.  Touchably soft and 

lightweight. 

 

We have eight colors in the latest yarn from Rowan 

called Cotton Cashmere.  This soft and lightweight 

yarn comes in bright and airy colors and with a 85% 

Cotton and 15% Cashmere blend it will be a delight 

to work with and wear. 

 

Just in time for summer knitting, Provence by 

Classic Elite has arrived.  In a beautiful array of 

colors and is in 102yard skeins of Mercerized 

Egyptian Cotton.  This DK weight yarn has a soft 

luster and a wonderful twist.  

 

The latest books from Rowan have also arrived 

including the Rowan Magazine #63.  Rowan Baby 

Knits lives up to the Rowan reputation for amazingly 

soft and desirable knits for the babies in your life. 

 

Little Dudes covers children from the age of 3 

through 12 years.  There are plain sweaters and 

vests with some fabulous pattern options.   

 

 

New or Notable 
The latest Foundations patterns have arrived from Daphne at the Fibre 

Company and this time the focus is on Luma and Canopy Fingering.  I 

knitted up the lovely shawl in Luma and plan to work something in the 

Canopy shortly.  Two beautiful yarns and fabulous patterns.  We are 

always delighted with Fibre Company. 

 

A Little Housekeeping 
We have been lucky with the weather so far and have only had to cancel 

one class this year.  We will post on our Dyed In The Wool Ravelry Forum 

and also on Facebook if we have to cancel.   

 

The Ravelry Forum is also a way that we will post any fun patterns that 

we see.  Some patterns are free for a limited time so it is always good 

to check and see.  Lynda and I sift through Ravelry looking for 

interesting patterns with our breakfast so we often post around 9am.   

 

Classes 

 

Elgin Cowl 
The delicate Elgin Cowl would make a wonderful gift for yourself or 

someone dear to you.  If you haven’t worked with beads before this is a 

great place to start.  This simple cowl was worked in Andorra but can be 

worked in Canopy Fingering, Titus or many other choices.   

 

Stash Class 
If you have any leftover yarn that you want to work into something 

wonderful then you need Lynda’s Stash Class.  After you have signed up, 

gather up your stash and bring it to the class.  Lynda will show you how 

to analyze, sort and prepare to make a masterpiece from your leftovers.  

 

Master Class 
Turning Dreams Into Reality 

If you have ever wondered where the designers start then get your 

little gray cells over to Carol’s class.  She will be offering a design class 

to explore your idea, turn it into a sketch, begin yarn sampling and 

selection through swatching and finally into the pattern writing and 

design process.  This class will be limited in size but not in scope! 
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